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PARTICLE PRODUCTION AND EQUILIBRATION INHEAVY ION COLLISIONS�K. Redliha;b, J. Cleymans, H. Oeshlerd and A. TounsieaTheoretial Physis Division, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, SwitzerlandbInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of Wroªaw, 50-204 Wroªaw, PolandDepartment of Physis, University of Cape TownRondebosh 7701, Cape Town, South AfriadInstitut für Kernphysik, Darmstadt University of Tehnology64289 Darmstadt, GermanyeLaboratoire de Physique Théorique et Hautes Energies, Université Paris 72 pl. Jussieu, 75251 Paris Cedex 05, Frane(Reeived April 15, 2002)The appliation of statistial model in heavy ion ollisions is disussedin the energy range from SIS/GSI through AGS/BNL up to SPS/CERNand RHIC/BNL. It is shown that in this broad energy range hadroni yieldsand their ratios resemble a thermal equilibrium population along a uni�edfreeze-out urve determined by the ondition of �xed energy per partile' 1GeV. The role of exat onservation of quantum numbers in the kinetidesription of rarely produed partiles is also analyzed.PACS numbers: 25.75.Dw 1. IntrodutionOne of the main objetive of the experiments with ultra-relativisti heavyion ollisions is to study the properties of strongly interating matter un-der the extreme ondition of high energy density. Of partiular interest inthis ontext is the question of equilibration of QCD medium reated duringthe ollision [1�4℄. This question has been onsidered in di�erent ontext;by analyzing onditions required for a perturbative QCD medium to reahequilibrium [5�8℄ or by studying the level of partile equilibration in the �nalstate [3, 9�20℄. From the theoretial point of view to disuss equilibrationone needs to formulate the kineti equation for partile prodution and evo-lution. In the partoni medium this requires, in general, the formulation of� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on Quarks and Gluons in ExtremeConditions, Craow, Poland, January 3�6, 2002.(1609)



1610 K. Redlih et al.the transport equation involving olor degrees of freedom and a non-abelianstruture of QCD dynamis [6�8℄. In the hadroni medium, on the otherhand, one needs to aount for the onservation of abelian harges relatedwith internal symmetries of the system [21�24℄.In this artile we present the phenomenologial motivation for the statis-tial thermal nature of partile yields measured in heavy ion ollisions anddisuss the importane of the onservation laws in this analysis.1.1. Critial onditions in heavy ion ollisionsIn ultra-relativisti heavy ion ollisions, the knowledge of the ritialenergy density " required for deon�nement as well as the Equation of State(EoS) of strongly interating matter is of partiular importane. The valueof " haraterizes the neessary initial onditions in heavy ion ollisionsto reate the QGP, whereas EoS is required as an input to desribe thespae�time evolution of the ollision �reball.Both information an be obtained today from the �rst prinipal alu-lations by formulating QCD on the lattie and performing numerial MonteCarlo simulations. The energy density obtained in Lattie Gauge Theory(LGT) exhibits a typial behavior in a system with a phase transition [25℄:an abrupt hange within a very narrow temperature range. In the regionbelow T the basi onstituents of QCD, quarks and gluons, are on�nedwithin their hadrons and here the EoS is well parameterized by the hadronresonane gas. Above T the system appears in the QGP phase where quarksand gluons an penetrate distanes that substantially exeed the typial sizeof hadrons. The results of improved perturbative expansion of thermody-namial potential in the ontinuum QCD [26℄ are showing that at somedistane above T the EoS of QGP an be well desribed by a gas of massivequasi-partiles whose mass is temperature dependent. In the near viinityof T the relevant degrees of freedom were argued to be desribed by thePolyakov loops [27℄.Lattie Gauge Theory predits that in two and two+one �avor QCDthe ritial temperature T � 175� 15 MeV and the orresponding ritialenergy density " = 0:6� 0:3 GeV/fm3 are required for deon�nement. Thisvalue of " is relatively low and quantitatively orresponds to the energydensity inside the nuleon.The initial energy density reahed in heavy ion ollisions an be estimatedwithin the Bjorken model [28℄ or by applying di�erent saturation models[29�32℄. A detailed study shows that already at SPS the energy density insidethe ollision �reball exeeds the ritial value required for deon�nement. AtRHIC and LHC it is larger by more than one order of magnitude. Thus, theneessary onditions to reate the partoni medium in a deon�ned phase



Partile Prodution and Equilibration in Heavy Ion Collisions 1611are satis�ed from the top SPS up to LHC energies. Large energy densityis, however, still not su�ient to reate a QGP. The distribution of initiallyprodued gluons is very far from being thermal and the system needs timeto equilibrate. Reently, it was shown [5℄ in the framework of perturbativeQCD and kineti theory that the equilibration of partons should happensquite fast at LHC and most likely at RHIC.The thermal nature of the partoni medium ould be preserved duringhadronization. Consequently, the partile yields measured in the �nal stateof heavy ion ollisions ould resemble the thermal equilibrium population.2. Thermal analysis of seondaries in heavy ion ollisionsThe basi quantity required to verify thermal omposition of partilesmeasured in heavy ion ollisions is the partition funtion Z(T; V ). In theGrand Canonial (GC) ensemble,ZGC(T; V; �Q) � Tr he��(H�Pi �QiQi)i ; (1)where H is the Hamiltonian of the system, Qi are the onserved hargesand �Qi are the hemial potentials that guarantee that the harges Qi areonserved on the average in the whole system. Finally, � = 1=T is theinverse temperature.The Hamiltonian is usually desribed by the hadron resonane gas, whihontains the ontributions from all mesons with masses below �1.8 GeV andbaryons with masses below �2 GeV. In this mass range the hadroni spe-trum is well established and the deay properties of resonanes are known.This mass ut in the ontribution to partition funtion limits, however, themaximal temperature to Tmax < 190 MeV, up to whih the model predi-tions ould be trustworthy. For higher temperatures the ontributions ofheavier resonanes are not negligible.The main motivation of using the Hamiltonian of hadron resonane gasin the partition funtion is that it ontains all relevant degrees of freedom ofon�ned, strongly interating medium and impliitly inludes interationsthat results in resonane formation. Seondly, this model is onsistent withthe equation of state obtained from LGT below the ritial temperature.Of partiular importane is to aount for resonanes and their deayinto lighter partiles. The overall prodution of light hadrons is substan-tially dominated by resonanes. Finally, at lower energies the momentum-dependent width of resonanes have to be inluded, as there, an appreiateamount of partiles are produed from the tail of the resonane distribu-tion [13, 33℄.



1612 K. Redlih et al.In strongly interating medium, one inludes the onservation of eletriharge, baryon number and strangeness. Thus, the partition funtion de-pends in general on �ve parameters. However, only three are independent,sine the isospin asymmetry in the initial state �xes the harge hemial po-tential and strangeness neutrality onditions eliminate the strange hemialpotential. On the level of partile multipliity ratios derived from the abovepartition funtion, we are thus left with only temperature T and baryonhemial potential �B as independent parameters.The statistial model, desribed above, was applied to test equilibra-tion of seondaries in A�B ollisions at the SPS. In the following we onlyonentrate on the most reent omparison of the model with Pb�Pb dataat p17GeV SPS energy [10, 13�15℄. The model was ompared with almostall experimental data obtained by NA44, NA49 and WA97 Collaboration(see Fig. 1, upper panel) and with seleted fully integrated NA49 and mid-rapidity NA49 and WA97 yields. Hadron multipliities ranging from pion toomega and their ratios were used to verify if there is a set of thermal param-eters (T; �B) that simultaneously reprodues all measured yields. A detailedanalysis (see Fig. 1, upper panel) has shown [13℄ that hoosing the temper-ature T = 168� 4MeV and a baryon hemial potential �B = 266� 8MeV,the statistial model with only two parameters an indeed desribe seven-teen di�erent partile multipliity ratios within an auray of one to twostandard deviations. In omparison to the data obtained at midrapidity,partile ratios over 4� integrated lead to slightly lower thermal parame-ter, however, being onsistent within statistial and systemati error withthe above quoted values. At midrapidity the value of T = 164 � 4MeVand �B = 231 � 8MeV were obtained [14℄ whereas 4� data [15℄ implyT =160�4MeV and �B=238�8MeV. A satisfatory agreement of the modelwith fully integrated data ould, however, be ahieved only when introdu-ing the new parameter s that aounts for strangeness undersaturation.This parameter suppresses a thermal phase�spae of partiles omposed ofns strange or (anti)strange quarks by a fator (s)ns .The equilibrium statistial model was reently also applied to Au�Au ol-lisions at ps = 130GeV at RHIC [11℄. The results of the STAR, PHENIX,PHOBOS and BRAHMS Collaborations for di�erent partile multipliityratios have been used to test hemial equilibration at RHIC. Fig. 1 (lowerpanel), shows the omparison of the thermal model with experimental data.The data are reprodued by the model within the experimental errors.In Au�Au ollisions at ps = 130GeV the hemial freeze-out appears atT = 174 � 7MeV and �B = 46 � 6MeV. This temperature is only slightlyhigher than that previously found at SPS (T � 160�170MeV). This rel-atively moderate inrease of temperature ould be expeted sine, in thelimit of vanishing baryon density, the temperature should not exeed the



Partile Prodution and Equilibration in Heavy Ion Collisions 1613

Fig. 1. Comparison of the experimental data on di�erent partile multipliity ratiosobtained at SPS and RHIC with thermal model preditions [11, 13℄.ritial value required for deon�nement. The substantial derease of thebaryon hemial potential from �B ' 230�270MeV at SPS to �B ' 50MeVat RHIC shows that we are dealing with a low net-baryon density medium.From Fig. 1 one an thus onlude that, with respet to the statistialoperator formulated for equilibrium hadron resonane gas, the experimentaldata at SPS and RHIC are showing a high level of hemial equilibration.



1614 K. Redlih et al.The question arises whether this statistial operator provides a uniquedesription of the data. Alternatively, the possible in�uene of in-mediume�ets on the hemial equilibrium desription of partile yields at the SPSwas studied [34℄. Also a non-equilibrium senario of explosive hadronizationof a QGP �reball was proposed [35℄ giving satisfatory agreement with SPSdata, however, with larger deviations for multistrange partiles. We onen-trate on the equilibrium desription (admitting only possible undersatura-tion of strangeness) sine this approah, as will be demonstrated, providesthe systemati agreement with almost all heavy ion data from SIS to RHIC.The hemial freeze-out temperature, found from a thermal analysis[11, 13, 15℄ of experimental data in Pb�Pb ollisions at the SPS and Au�Auat RHIC is remarkably lose to the ritial temperature T ' 173 � 8MeVobtained from lattie Monte Carlo simulations of QCD at vanishing baryondensity [25℄. Thus, the observed hadrons seem to be originating from a de-on�ned medium and the hemial omposition of the system was most likelyto be established during hadronization [3, 4℄.Chemial equilibration of seondaries after hadronization is rather ex-luded by the time sale of the kinetis [36�38℄. Thus, the equilibriumpopulation of hadrons ould appear sine it was pre-established in the QGPphase. The equilibration of seondaries is, however, not a unique harater-isti of only high energy heavy ion ollisions. It was also found to appear atmuh lower energies. To test equilibration in low energy nuleus�nuleus ol-lisions, one needs, however, to hange the statistial operator from a grandanonial to a Canonial (C) ensemble with respet to strangeness onser-vation.The onservation of quantum numbers related with abelian internal sym-metry in statistial models an be desribed in the GC ensemble only ifthe number of produed partiles per event arrying orresponding quan-tum number is muh larger than 1. In the limit of rare partile produ-tion [21,22,39,40℄, the orresponding onservation law must be implementedloally on an event-by-event basis, i.e. a anonial ensemble of onservationlaws must be used. The C ensemble is relevant in the statistial desriptionof partile prodution in low-energy heavy ion ollisions [33℄, and in high-energy hadron�hadron or e+e� reations [44℄ as well as in peripheral heavyion ollisions [22℄.The exat onservation of quantum numbers, that is the anonial ap-proah, is known to severely redue the thermal phase spae available forpartile prodution [39,40℄. Consequently, the hemial equilibrium limit ofrarely produed partiles is hanged and it is di�erent from the one obtainedin the asymptoti GC limit.In the following we formulate the kineti equation for harged partilesthat are produed in thermal environment of strongly interating matter.



Partile Prodution and Equilibration in Heavy Ion Collisions 1615We show the importane of the onservation laws in the time evolution andhemial equilibration of partile multipliities and their probability distri-butions. We argue that the onstraints imposed by the harge onservationare of ruial importane, partiularly, for rarely produed partile speies.To study equilibration in hadroni medium one introdues a kinetimodel that takes into aount the prodution and annihilation of partile�anti-partile pairs � arrying abelian quantum numbers like, e.g., strange-ness, baryon number or harm. We onsider only the prodution of partiles as being due to a binary proess ab ! �. Partiles a and b are assumedto be harge neutral and ontained in a thermal �reball of temperature Tand volume V . In addition the partile momentum distribution is assumedto be desribed by the Boltzmann statistis.3. Kineti rate equationConsider PN(t) as the probability to �nd N partiles , where0 � N � 1. This probability will obviously hange in time owing toprodution ab! � and absorption �! ab proesses. The probability PNtends to inrease in time, following the transition from N � 1 and N + 1states to the N state. It also tends to derease sine the state N makestransitions to N + 1 and N � 1. The transition probability per unit timefrom N + 1 ! N is given by the produt of the probability L=V that thesingle reation �! ab takes plae multiplied by the number of possible re-ations whih is, (N+1)(N�+1). In the ase when the U(1) harge arriedby partiles  and � is exatly and loally onserved, that is if N �N� = 0;then this number is just (N+1)2. Similarly the transition probability fromN ! N+1 is desribed by GhNaihNbi=V , where one assumes that partilesa and b are not orrelated and their multipliity is governed by the thermalaverages. One also assumes that the multipliity of a and b is not a�etedby the ab! � proess.The master equation for the time evolution of the probability PN(�) anbe written in the following form [21℄dPNd� = GV hNaihNbiPN�1 + LV (N + 1)2PN+1� GV hNaihNbiPN � LV N2 PN : (2)The �rst two terms in Eq. (2) desribe the inrease of PN(�) due to thetransition from N � 1 and N + 1 to the N state. The last two terms, onthe other hand, represent the derease of the probability funtion due to thetransition from N to N + 1 and N � 1 states, respetively.



1616 K. Redlih et al.Multiplying Eq. (2) by N and summing over N, one obtains the generalkineti equation for the time evolution of the average numberhNi �P1N=0NPN(�) of partilesdhNid� = GV hNaihNbi � LV hN2 i : (3)The above equation annot be obviously solved as it onnets partile multi-pliity hNi with its seond moment hN2 i. The appearane of the hN2i termis a diret onsequene of the exat harge neutrality onstraints imposedthrough N �N� = 0 ondition. However, when the onservation laws anbe valid on the average1, that is hNi � hN�i = 0, then the master equation(Eq. (2)) an be greatly simpli�ed. Indeed, in this ase the transition prob-ability from N to the (N � 1) state is no longer proportional to (L=V )N2but rather to (L=V )NhN�i, sine the exat onservation ondition N = N�is assumed to be no longer valid and the number of � partiles an only bedetermined by its average value. Consequently, the master equation for thetime evolution of the probability PN(�) takes the following formdPNd� = GV hNaihNbiPN�1 + LV (N + 1)hN�iPN+1� GV hNaihNbiPN � LV NhN�iPN : (4)Multiplying the above equation by N, summing over N and using theondition that hNi = hN�i, one getsdhNid� = GV hNaihNbi � LV hNi : (5)Comparing the above equation with Eq. (3), one sees that the absorptionterms are now linear instead of quadrati in partile number. Thus, hangingthe onditions from the exat to the average onservation of the abelianharges results in the modi�ation of the absorbtion term in the kinetitransport equation.Eqs. (4) and (5) an be solved exatly. Indeed, introduing the generat-ing funtion g(x; �) for probabilities PN ,g(x; �) = 1XN=0 xNPN(�) ; (6)1 This is the ase where the number of partiles N, arrying non-vanishing quantumnumber, is muh larger than one.



Partile Prodution and Equilibration in Heavy Ion Collisions 1617the iterative Eq. (4) an be onverted into a di�erential equation for thegenerating funtion �g(x; �)�� = LV p"(1� x) �g0 �p"g� (7)with the general solution [21℄g(x; �) = g0(1� xe�~� ) ep"(1�x)(e�~��1) ; (8)where g0 � �g=�x, ~� = (Lp"=V )� .One an readily �nd the equilibrium solution to the above equation.Taking the limit � =1 in Eq. (8) leads togeq(x) = e�p"(1�x) (9)with the orresponding equilibrium multipliity distributionPN;eq = (p")NN! e�p" : (10)This is a Poisson distribution with equilibrium average partile multipliityp" � hNkieq whih for the Boltzmann momentum distribution readshNkieq = dk2�2V Tm2kK2 �mkT � ; (11)where dk's denote spin�isospin degeneray fators, mk the partile mass,and K2 is the modi�ed Bessel funtion. This is a well known result for theaverage number of partiles as obtained in the grand anonial ensemblewith respet to onservation laws. The hemial potential, whih is usuallypresent in the partile density, vanishes in our ase, due to the requirementof harge neutrality.The kineti master equation (Eq. (2)) is the generalization of the wellknown asymptoti equilibrium solution (11). This an be seen when solvingEq. (2) for its equilibrium value. Converting Eq. (2) for PN 's into a partialdi�erential equation for the generating funtion g(x; �) one gets [21℄�g(x; �)�� = LV (1� x) �xg00 + g0 � "g� : (12)In equilibrium the geq(x) funtion obeys the equationxg00eq + g0eq � "geq = 0 (13)



1618 K. Redlih et al.with the following solutiongeq(x) = 1I0(2p")I0(2p"x) (14)that implies the equilibrium probability funtion PN asPN;eq = "NI0(2p")(N!)2 : (15)We note that the above partile multipliity distribution is not Poisso-nian [21,42℄. This is a diret onsequene of partile orrelations appearingthrough the exat harge onservation2. The equilibrium average number ofpartiles in this general ase readshNieq = g0(1) = p"I1(2p")I0(2p") : (16)The above result oinide with the partile multipliity obtained in theanonial ensemble with respet to exat harge onservation [39℄. Thus,the rate equation (2) is valid for any arbitrary value of hNi and obviouslyreprodues the standard grand anonial limit of large hNi.When onstruting the evolution equation (2) for probabilities, we haveassumed that there is no net harge in the system. In the appliation ofthe statistial approah to partile prodution in heavy ion ollisions, theabove assumption is only justi�ed when the initial state is U(1) harge neu-tral and when onsidering partile yields in the full phase spae. However,beause of experimental limitations, one often deals with data in restritedkinematial windows. Here the overall U(1) harge is no longer zero and thegeneralization of the above master equation is needed.The presene of the net harge implies the modi�ation of the absorptionterms in Eq. (2). The transition probability per unit time from the Nto the N � 1 state was proportional to (L=V )NN�. For the overall netharge S the exat harge onservation required that N � N� = S. Thetransition probability from N to N � 1 due to pair annihilation is thus(L=V )N(N � S). Following the same proedure as in Eq. (2) one anformulate the master equation for the probability P SN(t) to �nd N partiles in a thermal medium with a net harge SdP SNd� = GV hNaihNbiP SN�1 + LV (N + 1)(N + 1� S)P SN+1� GV hNaihNbiP SN � LV N(N � S)P SN ; (17)2 A Poisson distribution is obtained from Eq. (14) if p"� 1, that is for large partilemultipliity.



Partile Prodution and Equilibration in Heavy Ion Collisions 1619whih obviously redues to Eq. (2) for S = 0.To get the equilibrium solution for the probability and multipliity, weagain onvert the above equation to the di�erential form for the generatingfuntion gS(x; �) =P1N=0 xNP SN(�)�gS(x; �)�� = LV (1� x) �xg00S + g0S(1� S)� "gS� : (18)In equilibrium, �gS(x; �)�� = 0 and the solution for gSeq an be found to begeq(x) = xS=2IS(2p")IS(2p"x) : (19)The master equation for the probability to �nd N� anti-partiles �, itsorresponding di�erential form and the equilibrium solution for the gener-ating funtion an be obtained by replaing S ! �S in Eqs. (17)�(19).The result of the equilibrium average number of partiles hNieq and anti-partiles hN�ieq is obtained from the generating funtion using the relationhNieq = g0(1). The �nal expressions readhNieq = p" IS�1(2p")IS(2p") ; hN�ieq = p" IS+1(2p")IS(2p") : (20)The harge onservation is expliitly seen by taking the di�erene of theseequations whih yields the net value of the harge S. The results of Eq. (20)ould also be derived from the equilibrium partition funtion by using theprojetion method [39, 40℄.The above analysis was restrited to the partiular ase of one kind ofpartile and anti-partile being produed by the binary proess3. However,this example is of physis interest as it an be applied to study suh problemslike equilibration of heavy quarks in the QCD plasma or harm [41℄, baryonand strangeness prodution in hot hadroni matter. The last proess is ofrelevane in the appliation of the statistial model to the desription ofpartile produtions in low energy entral [21, 24, 39, 43℄ and in high energyperipheral heavy ion ollisions [22℄ as well as in p�p ollisions [44℄. Thusthe results are quite general and appliable for abundantly, as well as rarely,produed partiles. We have seen that the kineti di�erenes between thesetwo limiting situations orrespond to the grand anonial approximationand exat anonial approah. The master kineti equation derived herean be also used to study the time evolution and equilibration of partilemultipliities as well as their �utuations [21, 24℄.3 The results presented here an be extended to more general ase of di�erent partilespeies arrying quantum numbers related with internal symmetry [43℄.



1620 K. Redlih et al.4. Rarely produed partiles and statistial hadronizationThe results disussed in the last setion indiate that the major di�er-ene between the C and the GC treatment of the onservation laws ap-pears through a di�erent volume dependene of partile densities as wellas a strong suppression of a thermal partile phase�spae in the former[21, 22, 39, 40, 45, 46℄. In low-energy heavy ion ollisions the number of pro-

Fig. 2. In the left-hand side �gure, the ratio of kaon to pion measured in Au�Au ollisions at 1AGeV [47℄; the broken line represents the statistial model re-sults [33℄. The right-hand side �gure shows statistial model preditions [16℄ foryield/partiipants in A�A ollisions at ps '130GeV normalized to the orrespond-ing value in p�p ollisions.dued strange partiles depends on the ollision energy and entrality of theseollisions. For example at SIS/GSI, the average number of strange partilesprodued in an event is of the order of 10�3. Thus, we are in the regimeof anonial ensemble. Fig. 2 (left panel) shows the experimental data onK+ yield per partiipant Apart as a funtion of Apart measured in Au�Auollisions at Elab � 1AGeV [47℄. The data are ompared with the resultsof the anonial statistial model shown by the dashed line. The thermalparameters, the temperature and the baryon hemial potential were ho-sen in suh a way as to reprodue measured partile multipliity ratios ofstrangeness neutral partiles [33℄. The volume parameter in the statistialoperator is assumed to sale with the number of partiipants. The results inFig. 2 (left panel) learly indiate that both the magnitude of the yield andthe strong, almost quadrati, dependene of the kaon yield on the numberof partiipants is well reprodued by the anonial model.



Partile Prodution and Equilibration in Heavy Ion Collisions 1621The importane of the anonial treatment of strangeness onservationhas been shown also at higher ollision energies, e.g. at the SPS or evenRHIC, when onsidering the entrality dependene of multistrange baryons[16,22℄. In very peripheral ollisions the yield of strange partiles is so smallthat the anonial desription should be applied there as well. Fig. 2 (rightpanel) shows the multipliity/partiipant of 
; �, and � relative to itsvalue in p�p or p�A ollisions [16℄ for the RHIC onditions. Fig. 2 indiatesthat the statistial model in the C ensemble reprodues the basi featuresof the WA97 data [48, 49℄: the enhanement pattern and enhanement sat-uration for large Apart. The basi preditions of the anonial statistialmodel is that strangeness enhanement from p�p to A�A ollisions shouldinrease with dereasing energy [16℄. This result is in ontrast with UrQMD�nding [50℄ and with previous heuristi preditions [36℄ that strangenessenhanement is only found if a quark�gluon plasma is formed during theollision. 5. Uni�ed freeze-out urve in heavy ion ollisionsA detailed analysis of the experimental data in heavy ion ollisions fromSIS to RHIC through AGS and SPS has shown that the anonial statistialmodel reprodues most of the measured hadron yields.Fig. 3 is a ompilation of hemial freeze-out parameters found to re-produe the measured partile yields in entral A�A ollisions at SIS, AGS,SPS and RHIC energies. The SIS/GSI results have the lowest freeze-out tem-perature and the highest baryon hemial potential. As the beam energyinreases a lear shift towards higher T and lower �B ours. There is a om-mon feature to all these points, namely that the average energy per hadron isapproximately 1GeV. Chemial freeze-out in A�A ollisions is thus reahedwhen the energy per partile drops below 1GeV at all ollision energies [10℄.The above phenomenologial freeze-out ondition provides the relation be-tween temperature and hemial potential at all ollision energies. Thisrelation together with one partile ratio, e.g. the ratio of pion/partiipantestablishes the energy dependene of the two thermal parameters T and �B.Consequently, preditions of partile exitation funtions an be given interms of this model. Figs. 4, 5 are showing two examples of the statisti-al model results for di�erent partile multipliity ratios along the uni�edfreeze-out urve in omparison with experimental data.The statistial model predits that the partile/anti-partile ratio areindependent from entrality for all ollision energies4. Dynamially this isa rather surprising result as partiles and their anti-partile are generally4 This is the ase only when if thermal parameters are independent on entrality.



1622 K. Redlih et al.

Fig. 3. Compilation of hemial freeze-out parameters at SIS [33℄, AGS [15℄, at theSPS at 40AGeV [16�18℄ and 160AGeV [13�15℄ and RHIC [11, 58, 59℄. The solidlines represent the phenomenologial ondition of hemial freeze-out at �xed en-ergy/partile ' 1:0GeV [10℄.

Fig. 4. The K�=K+ ratio appears to be onstant as a funtion of entrality fromSIS up to RHIC. Data are from the STAR, NA49, E866, and KaoS Collaborations.The broken lines are statistial model results.
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Fig. 5. Partile ratios in A�A versus energy. Data at the SPS are fully integratedNA49 results. The orresponding ratio at the top AGS was obtained from E810results on�� measured in Si�Pb ollisions in the rapidity interval 1:4< y< 2:9 [60℄,normalized to the full phase�spae values of �+ and K� yield obtained in Si�Auollisions by E802 [61℄. The lines represent statistial model results [45℄ along theuni�ed freeze-out urve from Fig. 3.produed and absorbed in surrounding nulear medium in di�erent ways.Fig. 4 represents the energy and entrality dependene of the K�=K+ ratiofrom SIS to RHIC. The statistial model preditions are seen in Fig. 4 toagree remarkably well with the data. The most striking result is the on-stany at SIS energies. Here, both K+ and K� yields vary strongly withentrality as shown in Fig. 2 and explained by the volume dependene in theanonial desription. It turns out that the volume dependene just dropsout when making the ratio K�=K+.The measured K+=�+ ratio [54℄ is a very rapidly rising funtion of ol-lision energy between SIS up to top AGS energy. At higher energies itreahes a broad maximum between 20�40AGeV and gradually dereasesup to RHIC energy [51℄. In the mirosopi transport models [52, 53℄ theinrease of the kaon yield with ollision energy is qualitatively expeted asbeing due to a hange in the prodution mehanism from assoiated produ-tion ofK+ with strange baryons to diret K+K� pair prodution. However,the hadroni asade transport models do not, until now, provide quantita-tive explanation of the experimental data in the whole energy range. Thestatistial model in the C formulation, on the other hand, provides an exel-lent desription of K=� midrapidity data in the whole energy range from SIS



1624 K. Redlih et al.up to RHIC [33℄. The abrupt inrease from SIS to AGS re�ets the rise ofT and the redution due to the anonial desription at SIS. At inident en-ergies above AGS, T is hardly inreasing but the baryon-hemial potentialstarts dropping rapidly.In general, at lower energies the statistial model result should be ratherompared with 4�-integrated yields, sine strangeness does not have to beonserved in a limited portion of a phase�spae. A drop in the K+=�+ratio for 4� yields has been reported from preliminary results of the NA49Collaboration at 15AGeV [54℄. This derease is, however, not reproduedby the statistial model without further modi�ations, e.g. by introduingan additional strangeness undersaturation parameter s � 0:75 [15℄ or byformulating a statistial model of the early stage [55℄.The appearane of the maximum in the relative strange/non-strange par-tile multipliity ratios already seen in K+=�+ is even more pronouned forstrange baryon/meson ratios. Fig. 5 shows the energy dependene of �=�+and ��=�+. There is a very lear pronouned maximum espeially in the�=�+. This maximum is related with a rather strong derease of hemialpotential oupled with an only moderate inrease in assoiated temperaturewith inreasing energy. The relative enhanement of � is stronger than thatof ��. There is also a shift of the maximum to higher energies for partileswith inreasing strangeness quantum number. The enhaned strangenessontent of hadrons suppresses the dependene of the orresponding ratioon �B. The atual experimental data both for �=�+ and ��=�+ ratiosshown in Fig. 5 are following the preditions of the statistial model [45℄.However, as in the ase of kaons, midrapidity results are better reproduedby the model than 4� data.The appearane of the maximum an be also reognized in the exitationfuntion of the Wroblewski fator [56℄. In p�p ollisions and in the energyrange from SPS up to RHIC a value of �s � 0:2 was extrated from thedata [18, 44℄. The anonial model is able to desribe these �ndings. Inhigh-energy heavy-ion ollisions the statistial model predits �s ' 0:45,i.e. an inrease by a fator of two aused by the ratio between anonialand grand-anonial desription. It is interesting to note that reent resultsof lattie gauge theory [57℄ (with �B = 0) gives �s � 0:45 at T. Thisould be an additional quantitative argument that hemial omposition ofseondaries is to be established on the phase boundary.6. Conluding remarksThe experimental data on partile yields and their spetra measuredin A�A ollisions from SIS up to RHIC energy are well desribed withina statistial approah. Thus at these energies partiles seem to be produed



Partile Prodution and Equilibration in Heavy Ion Collisions 1625aording to the priniple of maximal entropy, showing the statistial orderof the multipliities. Partile spetra, on the other hand, an be satisfa-torily desribed by introduing in addition to the thermal also a transverseolletive motion [62℄. A large degree of thermalization and olletivity inexperimental data is partiularly evident at RHIC and the SPS [2, 63, 64℄.Here hemial freeze-out onditions are remarkably onsistent with those ex-peted for deon�nement, and partile spetra are well desribed by trans-verse olletive �ow. At RHIC and the SPS the appearane of the QGPin the initial state ould be the driving fore towards equilibration. At lowollision energies the neessary onditions for deon�nement are most likelynot satis�ed, thus here thermalization an take plae through produtionand resattering of hadroni onstituents.Statistial order of seondaries is also seen in high energy elementaryollisions. Following statistial mehanis the partile thermal phase spaeis desribed here within anonial ensemble with respet to onservationlaws. Strangeness enhanement from p�p to A�A ollisions is qualitativelya diret onsequene of a transition from the anonial in p�p to the grand-anonial limit in A�A.The phenomenologial observation of hemial partile phase�spae inhigh energy A�A and p�p ollisions ould be thus the hadronization feature ofa non-perturbative and exited QCD vauum. Until now there is no rigoroustheoretial understanding of this interesting phenomenologial observation.Stimulating disussions with H. Biaªkowska, P. Braun-Munzinger,V. Koh, Z. Lin, H. Satz, J. Stahel, R. Stok and Xin-Nian Wang arekindly aknowledged. K.R. also aknowledges a partial support of the PolishState Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) grant no. 2P03B 03018 andLaboratoire de Physique Théorique et Hautes Energies, Université Paris 7.REFERENCES[1℄ For a review see H. Satz, Rep. Prog. Phys. 63, 1511 (2000); S.A. Bass, M. Gyu-lassy, H. Stöker, W. Greiner, J. Phys. G 25, R1 (1999); E.V. Shuryak, Phys.Rep. 115, 151 (1984); J. Cleymans, R.V. Gavai, E. Suhonen, Phys. Rep. 130,217 (1986).[2℄ D. Teaney, J. Lauret, E. Shuryak, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 4783 (2001).[3℄ J. Stahel, Nul. Phys. A654, 119 (1999).[4℄ R. Stok, Phys. Lett. B456, 277 (1999).[5℄ R. Baier, A.H. Mueller, D. Shi�, D.T. Son, Phys. Lett. B502, 51 (2001).[6℄ H.-Th. Elze, M. Gyulassy, D. Vasak, Nul. Phys. B276, 706 (1986).
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